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Bali Quad Biking and White Water Rafting - 
Booking Now!

The quad biking and white water rafting tour are double combination of adventures that recommended for those 
who want more many adventure experiences.

The adventure tour involves you in two outdoor activities as quad bike riding and white water rafting on a same 
day. You must be ready to conquer some challenging obstacles in the adventures.

 



Bali ATV Riding Tour Price

Package  Price  Information 

Single ATV Package IDR 250.000 1 ATV 1 Person

Tandem ATV Package IDR 350.000 1 ATV 2 Persons

 Note:

Included Safety Equipment and Guide
Not Included Lunch and Transport

 

Bali Rafting Tour Price

Number of Participants Price per person

Bali Rafting Package for 2 Persons IDR 350.000

Bali Rafting Package for 3 Persons IDR 235.000

Bali Rafting Package for 4 Persons IDR 185.000

Bali Rafting Package for 5 Persons IDR 175.000

Note:

Include Lunch
Private Boat (Not shared with other participants)
Not included transport service
MINIMAL BOOKING 2 PAX
GROUP KELIPATAN 5 DAPAT HARGA SPESIAL

For booking, contact us via Whatsapp +6287866232446

 

https://www.instabali.com/contact-wa/6287866232446


Preparation before Adventuring

Safety Equipment in Ayung Rafting Adventure Ubud

The safety is first priority in the adventures. Every participant will be required to wear special equipment and be 
accompanied by an instructor guide.

The safety equipment for the quad bike adventure consists of a helm and gumboots while for the rafting consist 
of a helm and a life jacket.



Tandem Bali ATV Riding

All equipment above is provided by adventure operator and all will be worn at spot before starting the 
adventures. So, you don’t need to prepare it from home.

After that, next part is continued by introduction about route and basic techniques of the adventures which are 
led by the guides.

Then, the participants will simulate the techniques of the adventure as the use of accelerator and break in the 
quad bike adventure, and the use of paddle in the rafting adventure.

Quad Bike Adventure – Thrilling Route with Green Natures



Bali ATV Quad Bike Ubud

In the adventure, you must get ready to ride quad bike along thrilling route such as wet, muddy, and steep tracks 
along the route where you must control speed of the quad bike and maneuver.

It is so exciting particularly when riding on muddy track. The wheel of your quad bike may get stuck in the 
puddle of muds. Sometimes, that moment may make us feel hopeless to conquer it.



Bali ATV Riding in Ubud

However, you shouldn’t worry because the guide will be ready to help and motive. Challenge yourself to try 
several times before asking for help to guide.

Besides above, the route will also get through rural spot with rice fields which offers beautiful green panorama.

If you want to take photo in background of the green panorama, then you can ask the guide to stop for a while at 
the point that you want.

White Water Rafting Adventure – Challenging Rapids with Impressive View



White Water Rafting Ubud

The white water rafting adventure will be done at Ayung River – a favorite rafting spot in Ubud particularly for 
the beginners.

The spot has a challenging rapid route of 10 kilometers. It probably takes 2 hours to navigate from start point to 
finish.

Along the route, you and other rafter will team up into a group to paddle on medium river stream and maneuver 
in large rocks.

The route will also get through stunning places with impressive views namely: forest, a waterfall, and unique 
stones carving.

The forest with tropical trees and plants can be seen alongside of the river. Its existence really add green nuance 
into adventure.



Waterfall at Ayung River Spot

The waterfall is located at middle point of the route. Its stream flows slowly from the cliff at the side of the river.

The rafters and guide may usually take a rest in the waterfall point for a while, and enjoy the beauty of the 
waterfall.

Meanwhile, the unique stone carving stretches 300 meters along at the side of the river. It illustrated about 
figures in Ramayana Story and was created by 50 local artists.

The carving is one of reason why Ayung River is always favorite by the tourists who want to do rafting in Bali 
Island.

Adventure Packages – Single and Tandem



Tandem ATV Ride Ubud

There are two kinds of combination package between quad biking and rafting that you can choose here, as 
follows.

1. Single Package

The single package means one quad bike for per one person. It is right choice for those who want to be a solo 
rider in the quad bike adventure.

2. Tandem Package

The tandem package means one quad bike for two persons. It is recommended for those who want do an 
adventure with a partner or a child (who haven’t been able to ride).

The child (start from 7 years old) can join in the tandem adventure to be a passenger and sit at the back.



Bali White Water Rafting River

Meanwhile, both packages will be same in the white water rafting because some participants will join into a 
group (4 – 5 persons) on an inflatable boat.

All packages above include a private transport, welcome drink, safety equipment, professional instructor, 
locker, shower room, lunch, and insurance coverage.

The lunch is usually Indonesian Buffet and will be served after taking a shower and changing wet clothes. It is 
really worth to recharge your energy after adventuring.

Some Required Items to Prepare Before Adventuring



ATV Riding in Ubud Village

Before joining in the adventure, there are some required items to prepare and bring for supporting your 
experience become more amazing. The items are:

1. Change of Clothes

The muddy track of the quad bike adventure and the rapid route of the rafting surely make your clothes become 
wet and dirty. It is a reason why you must bring a change of clothes.

Prepare 2 set of clothes to bring, you can save it in your bag, then put it in the locker when arriving at adventure 
spot, and change your wet clothes after adventuring.

2. Sunblock

Outdoor activities as quad bike riding and rafting will involve you to contact with radiation of sun. Apply a 
sunblock before adventuring to prevent your skin burnt.

You can get a sunblock at minimarket in the side of the road. It costs range from IDR 25.000 – IDR 100.000.

3. Camera

The camera is optional but we very recommend you to bring it to capture all beautiful moment during the 
adventures.

It is more advised to bring a camera in action type as featuring waterproof cover and offering smaller designed 
(easy to bring).



You combine it with a stand on helm to ease you record all moment without holding camera on your hand.

Okay, above is all detail about the quad bike riding and white water rafting. Hope this helps!
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Booking Now
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